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The monoelectronic reduction of hexakis(alkylsulfonyl)benzenes (alkyl) methyl1a, ethyl1b, butyl 1c, iso-
propyl 1d, and iso-butyl 1e) to the corresponding radical anion in dimethylformamide involves two widely
separated redox systems, except in the case of1e that shows a single perfectly reversible system.
Electrochemical data supported by calculations of molecular modeling (DFT and PM3 methods) show the
existence of a four-member square scheme for which the neutral and radical anion species can both exist
under chair and boat conformations. The relative stability of the conformers was found to be strongly dependent
on the nature of the alkyl substituents. Generally, the most stable neutral forms adopt a chairlike geometry,
and the radical anions adopt a boatlike geometry. For the most hindered compound1e, the steric contribution
of the (iso-butylsulfonyl) substituents becomes so strong that the conformational changes are considerably
slowed, resulting in a frozen chair conformation.

Introduction

The reduction of aromatic sulfones lead to radical anions,
for those formation potentials and lifetimes strongly depend on
the number and nature of the electron-withdrawing groups bound
to the aromatic ring.1-8 For example, radical anions electro-
generated from mono-,2 1,2-bis-,3,6 and 1,3,5-tris(alkylsulfonyl)-
benzenes4,5 are found to decay along different chemical
pathways, namely, bond cleavage, self-radical alkylation and
dimerization processes. In contrast, more complex polyaromatic
sulfones such as 1,2,4,5-tetrakis-7 and pentakis(alkylsulfonyl)-
benzenes8 are reversibly reduced, and the electrogenerated
radical anions are not degraded within the time scale of the
electrochemical experiments. In this class of molecules, the case
of some hexakis(alkylsulfonyl)benzenes1 appears to be very
special because the production of the radical anion involves two
widely separated redox systems. This electrochemical behavior
is highly affected by the nature and bulkiness of the alkyl group
bound to the polysulfonyl moiety but also by the temperature
and the experimental time. In a preliminary report,9 it has been
proposed that these two redox processes could be related to the
existence of two different conformers. Cases of structural modi-
fications induced by a change of the redox state have been re-
ported for several organic molecules.10-23 However, the ob-
served electrochemical behaviors for the reduction of hexakis-
(alkylsulfonyl)benzenes are different as reported cases gener-
ally involve either two-electron steps with inversion of
potentials11-13,15,19or one-electron irreversible steps.10,13For the
molecules of interest here, the described events are striking and

unusual because, depending on the experimental conditions, one
or two reversible waves can be observed for a globally one-
electron reduction. Among aromatic molecules which undergo
structural changes, highly hindered hexasubstituted benzenes16-22

show conformational flexibility involving some distortions of
the aromatic ring. For both steric and electronic reasons, the
benzene ring of 1,3,5-tris(dialkylamino)-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene
was reported to be severely distorted to a boat form in order to
maximize push-pull conjugation.17 In solution, such a form was
seen to inconvert rapidly into a twist conformer by means of a
pseudorotation pathway, with an interconversion barrier of 9.1
kcal mol-1. In contrast, the aromatic ring of hexakis(dimethyl-
amino)benzene retains a planar conformation, which is converted
into a twist form upon two-electron oxidation to dication.16,19,20

In connection with these studies, hexakis(trimethylsilyl)ben-
zene18 and hexakis(trimethylgermyl)benzene21 were reported to
exist as an equilibrium mixture of chair and boat forms. Thus,
these representative examples demonstrate that the preference
for a specific conformation is directly governed by both the
electronic properties and the steric hindrance of the substituents
bound to the benzene ring.

In the present paper, the cathodic reduction of these aromatic
sulfones is fully investigated in aprotic solvent to determine
both the kinetic and thermodynamic constants associated with
such phenomena and to analyze them as a function of the alkyl
substituent. Also, calculations of molecular modeling based on
density functional theory (DFT) and semiempirical methods
(PM3) are performed in order to propose an optimized structure
for each involved conformer in agreement with electrochemical
data.
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Experimental Section

Chemicals.All substrates1 (see Scheme 1) were prepared
according to already reported procedures, consisting in the
oxidation of poly(alkylthio)benzenes bym-chloroperbenzoic
acid.9,24-27 Dimethylformamide (DMF) from SDS containing
less than 50 ppm of water was used without further purification.
Tetra-n-butylammonium hexafluorophosphate Bu4NPF6 was
purchased from Fluka (puriss, electrochemical grade).

Instrumentation and Procedures.Linear potential sweep
cyclic voltammetry experiments were performed with an Au-
tolab PGSTAT 20 potentiostat from Eco Chemie B. V., equipped
with General Purpose Electrochemical System (GPES) software
(version 4.5 for Windows). For the highest scan rates, the
electrochemical instrumentation consisted of a Tacussel GSTP4
generator and a home-built potentiostat equipped with a positive
feedback compensation device,28 and the data were acquired
with a 310 Nicolet oscilloscope. The working electrode was a
platinum disk (area: 0.8 mm2) and the counter electrode was a
glassy carbon rod. Potentials were measured against the system
Ag/AgI/10-1 mol L-1 NBu4I in DMF. Ferrocene was added to
the electrolyte solution at the end of each series of experiments.
The ferrocene/ferricinium (Fc/Fc+) couple served as an internal
standard, and all reported potentials are referenced to its
reversible formal potential. Electrolyte solutions were thoroughly
purged and kept under a positive pressure of dry argon during
each run. All measurements were carried out at room temper-
ature (20( 2 °C). Digital simulations of the voltammograms
were performed with the commercial software package DigiSim
(Bioanalytical Systems, version 3.03) using the default numerical
options with the assumption of planar diffusion. The electron-
transfer coefficient,R, was taken as 0.5, and the diffusion
coefficients were equal for the all of the species (1× 10-5 cm2

s-1). The experimental voltammograms were not subjected to
background subtraction.

Theoretical Modeling. The calculations were performed
using the Gaussian 98 package29 for density functional and
solvation calculations and the Titan30 software for semiempirical
calculation. Gas-phase geometries and electronic energies were
calculated by full optimization without imposed symmetry of
the conformations using the B3LYP31 density functional with
the 6-31G* basis set32,33 or the PM3 semiempirical method.34

PM3 conformations were validated by frequency calculations.
Solvation free energies were calculated on the gas-phase
optimized conformations according to the SCRF (self-consistent
reaction field) method using the IPCM method35 and the B3LYP
density functional. In this method, the solvent is treated as a
continuum of uniform dielectric constant in which the solute is
placed into a cavity defined as an isodensity surface of the
molecules. The value for the isodensity surface was chosen as
0.001 electrons/bohr3 as used in previous published calculations.35a

Results and Discussion

Cyclic Voltammetry of Hexakis(alkylsulfonyl)benzenes
Reduction.The electrochemical reduction of hexakis(alkylsul-

fonyl)benzenes1 was studied in dimethylformamide (DMF)
containing 0.1 mol L-1 Bu4NPF6 as the supporting electrolyte.
The redox behavior was found to be strongly dependent on the
nature of the alkyl substituent bound to the sulfone moiety.
When the alkyl group was a linear chain (molecules1a-1c, R
) methyl, ethyl, and butyl), their voltammograms displayed one
single reduction peak (process A) and one oxidation peak
(process B) on the reverse scan. The difference between the
two peak potentials was large (around 0.5V). As an example, a
typical cyclic voltammogram recorded at a scan rateV ) 0.1 V
s-1 is shown in Figure 1A for the sulfone1b, R ) ethyl (Epc

A )
-0.818 V andEpa

B ) -0.344 V vs Fc/Fc+ whereEpc
A andEpa

B

are the cathodic and anodic peak potentials forA and B,
respectively). The anodic peak was only observed if the
inversion potential was more negative thanEpc

A indicating that
this process corresponds to the reoxidation of a product formed
after reduction of1b. Upon increasing the potential scan rate
V, Epc

A and Epa
B shift toward negative and positive potentials,

respectively.Epc
A andEpa

B were found to vary linearly with log-
(V) in the range of 0.1-10 V s-1, with slopes of ca.-40 and
+36 mV for a 10-fold increase inV (see Figure 2).36 Within
this range of scan rates, the ratiosI pc

A /V1/2 and I pa
B /V1/2 (where

I pc
A andI pa

B are the current intensities of the cathodic and anodic
peaks) were almost constant indicating diffusion-controlled
currents. It is important to notice that after a complete cycle
(reduction and oxidation) the initial product is always obtained.
It also appears that the shape of the voltammograms and the
peak potential values were not significantly modified when the
concentration was varied from 0.5 to 5× 10-3 mol L-1. For
scan rates higher than 50 V s-1, a partial reversibility appears
for the two systems (Figure 1B) indicating that the chemical
reactions following the electron transfers do not interfere at such
scan rate. The two formal potentialsE°′A/A •- andE°′B/B•- were

SCHEME 1

Figure 1. Cyclic voltammograms of1b (1 × 10-3 mol L-1) in DMF
+ 10-1 mol L-1 Bu4NPF6 at 0.1 (A) and 100 V s-1 (B).
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derived as the half-sum between the two corresponding peak
potentials (we noteA/A •- andB/B•- the couples with the most
and least negative potentials respectively). The peak-to-peak
separations for each system∆Ep

A and∆Ep
B were larger than the

56 mV expected for a Nernstian one-electron charge transfer
indicating a kinetics limitation by the heterogeneous electron
transfers. The corresponding apparent heterogeneous electron-
transfer standard rate constants (uncorrected from the double
layer effect)ks,A and ks,B were derived from∆Ep

A and ∆Ep
B,

respectively.37,38

Concerning the two other linear alkyl chain-substituted
derivatives1aand1c, their voltammograms display comparable
patterns with similar variations of the characteristic parameters
(Epc

A , Epa
B , I pc

A /V1/2, andI pa
B /V1/2) with V (similar to Figure 2). The

only noticeable differences were the values ofE°′ and∆Ep deter-
mined at the highest scan rates (see Table 1). Without presuming
of the nature of the chemical step, all of these observations can
be rationalized in terms of a four-member scheme (Scheme 2)

involving two EC mechanisms (EC: one-electron electrochemi-
cal step followed by a first-order chemical reaction).39 In other
words, the radical anion electrogenerated atEpc

A is rapidly

converted into another species which is subsequently oxidized
at the much more positive potentialEpa

B . Similarly, the neutral
form produced atEpa

B is converted to a more difficult reducible
species. To extract the chemical kinetics rate constants, it is
interesting to note that the global mechanistic scheme can be
simplified into two independent EC processes in the case where
B is more easily reduced thanA (E°′B/B•- > E°′A/A •-) and
provided that the chemical steps are irreversible.14,40 For the
reductions of1a and 1b, this condition is confirmed by the
absence of a cathodic peak around-0.3 V in the first sweep
whatever the scan rate, which indicates that the starting
concentration ofB is negligible, i.e.,KB/A ) [B]eq/[A]eq , 1
and that the rate constantkAfB is too low to produceB during
the experimental time. In such case, the two kinetics constants
kA•-fB•- andkBfA, (corresponding to the conversion ofA•- to
B•- andB to A, respectively) are directly measured from the
scan rates for which the voltammograms become reversible (see
Table 1).37,38

Using the determined values ofE°′, k, andks, the voltam-
mograms were compared with simulated curves at different scan
rates to extract the other parameters. For all of the investigated
hexasulfones, good agreements were found between the experi-
mental and simulated voltammograms in a large range scan rates
from 0.1 to 100 V s-1 (Figure 3) justifying the assumption of
a four-member scheme mechanism. For1a and1b, the simula-
tions allow the estimation of a range for the two equilibrium
constantsKB•-/A•- andKB/A that should be compatible with the
irreversible chemical reaction steps (for1b: 1.0 × 103 <
KB•-/A•- < 1.0 × 106 and 4× 10-7 < KB/A < 4 × 10-4).41 In
contrast with the linear alkyl chain-substituted derivatives, the
voltammograms recorded for1d (R ) iso-propyl) differ
markedly (Figure 4A). First, for low scan rates (0.05-0.2 V
s-1), 1d exhibits a reversible system at-0.350 V followed by
an irreversible cathodic peak. Upon increasing the scan rate,
the first cathodic peak is replaced by a plateau, whereas the
shape of the related anodic peak remains unchanged. Further-
more, the ratio between the anodic peak and cathodic plateau
currents became larger than 1.0 and increased withV. This
behavior indicates a change in the kinetics control and that the
chemical stepA f B acts now as a preequilibrium prior to the
electron transfer.42,43 Adjustment of the experimental voltam-
mograms with the simulated curves gives us a measure ofKB/A)
4.6 × 10-2 andKB•-/A•- ) 3 × 104 (Figure 4), which reveals
that the most stable form at the radical anion level isB•-. For
1c, a small plateau was also observed during the first scan
recorded at the lowest scan rate (0.05-0.1 V s-1) corresponding
to a similar CE kinetics situation but with a lower equilibrium
constantKB/A. For1e(R ) iso-butyl), only one reversible system
was observed whatever the scan rate. The measuredE°′ was
similar to the other molecules and corresponds to the A system.
The most likely interpretation of this behavior in terms of the
previous square scheme mechanism is that the chemical
reactions involved in the conversion ofA to B do not occur at

TABLE 1: Simulation Data of the Cathodic Reduction of Different Hexakis(alkylsulfonyl)benzenes in DMF+ 10-1 mol L-1

Bu4NPF6 on Pt Electrode (Temperature 298 K)

E°′A/A •-/
Va

E°′B/B•-/
Va

ks,A/
cm s-1b

ks,B/
cm s-1b KB•-/A•-c

kA•-fB•-/
s-1 KB/A

d
kBfA/
s-1

1a -0.777 -0.280 0.20 0.20 1.0× 103-1.0× 105 150 6× 10-6 - 6 × 10-4 150
1b -0.858 -0.302 0.10 0.20 1.0× 103-1.0× 106 1500 4× 10-7 - 4 × 10-4 200
1c -0.943 -0.293 0.02 0.02 5.0× 107 >1000 1.1× 10-3 200
1d -0.635 -0.290 0.04 0.04 3.0× 104 300 4.6× 10-2 300
1ee -0.601 0.04 <0.005

a Vs Fc/Fc+. b Uncorrected for double-layer effects.c KB•-/A•- ) [B•-]eq/[A•-]eq ) kA•-fB•-/kB•-fA•-. d KB/A ) [B]eq/[A]eq ) kAfB/kBfA. e A single
one-electron reversible system was observed for this compound, at all used scan rates.

Figure 2. Epa
B andEpc

A - log V plots for the reduction of1b (1 × 10-3

mol L-1) in DMF + 10-1 mol L-1 Bu4NPF6.

SCHEME 2: Square Scheme Depicting the Different
Species Involved in the Reduction of
Hexakis(alkylsulfonyl)benzenes
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time scale of the voltammetric experiment resulting in the
observation of the sole systemA.

Molecular Modeling of Hexakis(alkylsulfonyl)benzenes.
The previous kinetics investigations allow us to establish that
all of the studied hexasulfones follow the same general square
scheme mechanism. The next question concerns the nature of
the chemical reaction involved in the transformation ofA to B.
As we suggested previously, a possible explanation for the
square scheme mechanism is related to the existence of two
conformers for both the neutral species and the radical anions.
To investigate this hypothesis, we performed a series of
molecular modeling calculations to determine both the geom-
etries and the stabilities of the neutral and radical anion species.
To minimize the size of the molecules and thus calculation
times, we focused on the methyl substituted compound1a. The
geometry optimizations were performed with the semiempirical
PM3 method and with the density functional B3LYP using the
6-31G* basis set. For neutral1a, the conformer with the lowest
energy displays a “chair” like geometry (Figure 5). This
prediction was in good agreement with X-ray diffraction
structure determinations of bulky hexasulfones (R) n-butyl)
for which chair conformer was already found for the neutral
molecule.9 In the experimental structure and in those obtained
from the PM3 and DFT calculations, the benzene is distorted
and the six SO2 groups are located alternately up and down
from the plane of the aromatic ring.

The optimized geometry calculated for1a•- was very different
from that of 1a. The most stable radical anion now adopts a
“boat” conformer with aCs symmetry where alkylsulfonyl
substituents S1 and S4 are nonequivalent.44 In the absence of
crystallographic data for the radical anion species, EPR data

reported in our previous report9 provide additional evidence for
the boat form. Indeed, a 1:2:1 triplet was observed at room
temperature for the radical anion electrogenerated from1b or
1c indicating that one CH2 group bound to one sulfone moiety
was nonequivalent to the five others as in agreement with our
calculated geometry.45 Such a result precludes a planar benzene
ring as a more complex EPR spectrum having theoretically 13
lines would be expected in the case where all of the six
(alkylsulfonyl) substituents were equivalent. A geometry of the
radical anion with a structure similar to the neutral form (chair)
and, inversely, a geometry of neutral with a structure similar to
the radical anion (boat) were also obtained, but their respective
energies were higher. Similar types of conformers were obtained

Figure 3. Experimental (left) and simulated (right) cyclic voltammo-
grams of 0.35× 10-3 mol L-1 1a at 10 V s-1 (A), 1 × 10-3 mol L-1

1b at 100 V s-1 (B), and 0.75× 10-3 mol L-1 1c at 100 V s-1 (C).
Double-layer capacitanceCd values were introduced into the simula-
tion: 1.35× 10-4 (A), 3 × 10-5 (B), and 5× 10-5 F cm-2 (C). The
other simulation parameters are indicated in Table 1.

Figure 4. Experimental (left) and simulated (right) cyclic voltammo-
grams of 0.75× 10-3 mol L-1 1d (A) and 1× 10-3 mol L-1 1e (B) at
0.1 V s-1. Cd ) 5 × 10-5 F cm-2. The other simulation parameters are
indicated in Table 1.

Figure 5. Optimized geometries calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G* level,
of the neutralA and radical anionB•- conformers of1a. Side view
(left) and top view (right). See text for atoms numbers onB•-.
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both by PM3 and B3LYP/6-31G*, and PM3 geometries were
validated as corresponding to true energy minima by frequency
calculations confirming that1a and1a•- both exist under boat
and chair conformers. The relative stabilities of the boat
conformer versus the chair conformer and equilibrium constants
for 1a and1a•- can be estimated from the differences between
their heats of formation∆Hf for PM3 (or their electronic energy
Uel for DFT) calculated in gas phase. Similarly, the standard
potential differences∆E° ) E°boat- E°chair for the two couples
can also be estimated from the differences between their indi-
vidual ∆Hf (or their electronic energyUel for DFT; Table 2).

To check the validity of the method, we investigated the
effects of the basis set and solvation on our thermodynamic
estimations. The second effect may be considerable as all of
the calculations concern molecules in gas phase. The introduc-
tion of diffuse functions in the basis set modifies the individual
electronic energies but has little effect on the calculated
differences. Solvation energies in DMF (ε ) 36.64) were
estimated by means of the IPCM method (see experimental part).
As expected, solvation decreases considerably the energies of
the radical anions, but it is noticeable that stabilization is larger
for the boat conformers than for the chair ones certainly because
of higher charge localization in the boat conformer. However,
the difference∆E° was not considerably modified by solvation.
Thus, the use of the PM3 methodology seems justified to predict
experimental trends for the other members of the series (1b and
1c) taking into account in the discussion of the experimental
data, that solvation will favor the boat conformers.46

As seen in Table 3, both experimental data and theoretical
calculations show an inversion for the conformers stabilities
when passing from the neutral to the radical anion. For the
neutral sulfones1a-c, a chair form is predicted to be the most
stable conformer in agreement with the experimental observa-
tions and the measured equilibrium constants. On the contrary,

the boat conformer becomes the most stable conformer for the
radical anion. The calculations also predict that the boat
conformers are easier to reduce by about 0.4-0.5 V in
agreement with the experimental observations. All of these
results are consistent with the proposed square scheme mech-
anism whereA andB represent the chair and boat conformers,
respectively. It is noticeable that the geometries of the two
conformers are very different and consequently that considerable
conformational changes are associated with the electron transfer.
However, the electron transfer and the conformation changes
occur in two discrete steps, the reduction of A leads to a transient
radical anion that is rapidly converted to the other conformer
as attested by the observed instability of bothA•- andB. The
large amplitude of these modifications which involves changes
in the bond lengths and angles implies large reorganization
energies. These points are confirmed by the rather modest kinetic
rate constants measured for the structural changes that remain
in the 103 s-1 and also explain that both types of conformers
(boat and chair) are easily observed.

Concerning the substituent effects, it is verified that the steric
hindrance increases with the number of the carbon atoms in
the alkyl chain and the branching on theR-carbon atom.
However, it remains difficult to obtain a general rule as the
steric hindrance of the alkyl group affects the four species
involved in the square scheme. In all cases, it is noticeable that
a good agreement is obtained between the experimental∆E°′
variation and the calculation when changing the size of the
substituent. As an overall trend for the experimental data (see
Table 1), the stability of the boat conformer increases for the
neutral sulfone with the bulkiness of the substituent. This effect
on E°′A/A •- andE°′B/B•- is also difficult to rationalize.E°′A/A •-

decreases weakly from1a to 1c but increases dramatically for
1d, whereasE°′B/B•- is almost unchanged (Table 1). Intuitively,
it is conceivable that the boat conformer is less sensitive to
substituent effects than the chair form owing to smaller steric
constraints caused by the alkylsulfonyl groups. The fact that
the reduction of the chair is a more difficult form when going
from 1a to 1ccan be explained by increasing steric interactions
of the linear alkyl chains. Following this line, the reduction
potential of chair1d should be more negative than that of1c.
Experimentally, the contrary situation is encountered, as the
chair form of1d possesses the least negative reduction potential,
which is consistent with a better stabilization of the radical anion
or destabilization of the neutral species of1d for the chair form.
Because the geometry optimization of1d has not been achieved,
it remains difficult to discuss about potential structural differ-
ences between its chair conformer and that of1a-c. However,
it appears that the optimized chair conformers of1a-c are not
significantly deformed when the size of the substituents is
changed if one refers to the dihedral folding angles of the
aromatic ring passing from 14.8° (average) at the neutral state
to 19.1° at the radical anion state. Finally, besides the steric
effects, the electronic contribution of the substituents cannot
be involved to account for the large observed differences
between1d and 1a-c as the electron donating contributions
are not expected to change much between the different alkyl-
sulfonyl groups.47 In the case of the most hindered compound
1e, the steric contribution of the (iso-butylsulfonyl) substituents
becomes so strong that the conformational changes are consider-
ably slowed. As a result, the voltammetric reduction of this
compound shows a single reversible system indicating that the
conformer is frozen in the chair conformation as the energy
barrier for the structural changes becomes too high. Concerning
the electron-transfer rates, the global analysis of data in Table

TABLE 2: Molecular Modeling of 1a and 1a•-a

∆Uel or ∆(∆Hf)/
kJ mol-1b

method neutral
radical
anion

∆E°/
Vc

PM3 24.3 -13.4 0.39
B3LYP/6-31G*//B3LYP/6-31G* 59.4 -16.7 0.79
B3LYP/6-31+G*//B3LYP/6-31G* 58.6 -18.4 0.80
B3LYP/6-31G*//B3LYP/6-31G*,

IPCM (ε ) 36.64)
41.4 -37.2 0.82

experimentald 18.4-29.3 -28.5 to-17.2 0.50

a Estimations of the thermodynamic stabilities of boat versus chair
conformers.b For DFT calculations,∆Uel ) (Uel,boat - Uel,chair), and
for PM3,∆(∆Hf) ) (∆Hf,boat - ∆Hf,chair). c ∆E° ) E°boat - E°chair with
∆E° ≈ -1/F[(Uel,radical anion- Uel,neutral)boat- (Uel,radical anion- Uel,neutral)chair]
for DFT, and ∆E° ≈ -1/F[(∆Hf,radical anion - ∆Hf,neutral)boat -
(∆Hf,radical anion - ∆Hf,neutral)chair] for PM3. d The energetic values are
calculated from the equilibrium constantsKB/A and KB•-/A•- given in
Table 1. Also, it is assumed that the standard potentialE° is equivalent
to the formal potentialE°′.

TABLE 3: Comparison between Experimental and PM3
Theoretical Energies Calculations

∆E°/V KB/A KB•-/A•-

compd exp theoa exp theob exp theob

1a 0.50 0.39 6× 10-6 - 6 × 10-4 5 × 10-5 103 - 105 2 × 102

1b 0.56 0.41 4× 10-7 - 4 × 10-4 2 × 10-6 103 - 106 2 × 102

1c 0.65 0.50 1.1× 10-3 3 × 10-6 5.0× 107 103

a ∆E° ) E°boat - E°chair with ∆E° ≈ -1/F [(∆Hf,radical anion -
∆Hf,neutral)boat - (∆Hf,radical anion - ∆Hf,neutral)chair]. b Determined from
∆(∆Hf) given in Table 2.
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1 indicates that the value ofks determined for each redox
conformer decreases from 0.2 to 0.02-0.04 cm s-1 as the size
of the alkyl group increases. This effect reflects a larger distance
between the redox sites and the electrode during the electron-
transfer resulting in a decrease of the apparent standard rate
constant uncorrected from the double layer effects.48

Conclusion

The unusual behavior observed for the one-electron reduction
of hexakis(alkylsulfonyl)benzenes can be explained by the
existence of two conformers that are easily interconverted
through single electron-transfer. If conformational changes have
been reported in several instances in electrochemical investiga-
tion, they are generally associated with multielectronic reduction.
In that sense, the reduction of these substituted sulfones that
are chemically reversible and involve only one-electron reduc-
tion appears to be special. An essential feature of this study is
the control of the structural changes of the benzene ring through
the steric hindrance of the alkyl substituents. So, various
situations can occur depending on both kinetics and thermo-
dynamics of the conformational interconversion between the
chair and boat forms. Linear alkyl chain-substituted derivatives
(namely,1a-c) are stable under their chair forms, whereas their
respective radical anions adopt a boatlike geometry. The
coexistence of the two conformers is observed at the neutral
state for hexakis(iso-propylsulfonyl)benzene1d, whereas the
most hinderediso-butylsulfonyl-substituted compound1e is
locked in a chair form. Such a conformational versatility within
a same class of aromatic compounds is an interesting possibility
for the design of molecules in which large conformational
modification can be triggered by a single electron transfer.
Through a fine-tuning of the length and the steric hindrance of
the alkyl group, it seems possible to control the relative stabilities
of the different redox species. Work is currently under inves-
tigation in order to prepare other redox-active highly hindered
molecules in which steric factors can lock in or create a strong
preference for a specific conformation.
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